Abstract
With the rapid growth of online information availability, it becomes more and more important to find and describe textual information effectively from multiple related e-documents. Domain specific related e-documents contain information which is much relevant, similar or repeated and shares same background. Reading these all multiple relevant e-documents completely for accurate & brief contents is time-consuming, unnecessary and impossible. In this scenario multidocument summarization is useful to give an outline of a topic from multiple related source documents and allow users to zoom in for more details as per interest.

We discuss here a part of research work for summarizing multiple related research papers as e-documents presented by research scholars using various approaches and techniques aiming at giving an overview of the researches of this area and describing a method for automatic summarization of sets of research papers of desired subject that may be retrieved by a digital library system or search engine in response to a user query. Many digital libraries or online services provide research papers published in journals, conferences or workshops for reference purpose to the user. Research papers contain a wealth of high quality information by specifying research objectives, research methods, evaluation of research objectives, research results and concluding remarks. However, a research paper is relatively long and browsing too many of such research papers results in information overload. Therefore, it would be helpful to summarize a set of research papers to assist users in grasping the main ideas on a desired topic in a specific area.
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